KLD Guitar Effect Pedal
SD03
Three-in-one distortion pedal

Kailing Electronic co.Ltd
http://www.kldguitar.com

Congratulations：on purchasing the Kldguitar SD03! The Kldguitar SD-03
is kind of three-in-one distortion effect. It features fully independent distortion
circuits with different frequency-responses, which can be mixed together in any
way you like it. This unique construction enables you to create extraordinary
sounds, which were impossible to realize by other means and will satisfy many
metal enthusiasts.
NOTES
· Unplug the instrument when not in use.
· When storing the unit for long periods of time, disconnect the battery.
· You will hear some loss of level and distortion when the battery begins to run
down.
· When using external power source, we recommend you use our adapter.
· Do not remove the screws on bottom.
Feature
· Incredible-sounding distortion pedal with unique dual-gain circuitry
· Provides super-long sustain and heavy mids and lows like a stack of overdriven
amps.
· Three-band EQ with semi-parametric Mid control offers a wide range of
extreme distortion textures.
·Controls: LOW, MID, HIGH, LEVEL, TONE, DIST.
· A must-have pedal for any hard rock or metal guitarist.
· Strong virtually indestructible steel enclosure.
· Heavy-duty industrial footswitch
· inside jacks.
· On/Off LED.
· True Bypass design.
· Military-spec glass-epoxy circuit board.
· AC jack (power supply sold separately).
· No tools required; battery compartment (9 volt not included).

·DIMENSIONS: 5.5 (W)x50(H)x12.3(L)CM (unpacked)
·Weight:0.7kg (unpacked)
OPERATION

1.Low--- Adjusting the low frequencies.
2.MID--- Adjusting the MID frequencies.
3.HIGH--- Adjusting the HIGH frequencies.
4.LEVEL---Output volume adjustment.
5.TONE--- Tone adjustment.
6.DIST--- Adjusts the amount of the harmonic components of the output signal.
7.INPUT---6.35 jack for signal from guitar or other musical instrument input.
Effect pedal will switch on when jack is plugged.
OUTPUT---6.35 jack for signal out.
8.INDICATOR---LED indicator comes on when effect is on. If it is dim or does not
light, replace the battery.

For more information about our products, please look at our website
http://www.kldguitar.com

